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Producer/director Steven J. Ross prepares actor John 
Mclean for his role in A Game of Catch. 

A Game of Catch 
1990. 16 mm. 15 min. Color. 

Produced and directed by Steven J. Ross 

Gail Munde 

Short stories long have inspired filmmakers, largely because they are well
suited by virtue of their usually brief time-span, limited number of characters and 
ability to strike a mood or create a strong impression in the reader's mind. 
Sometimes they succeed brilliantly; sometimes they fail. Steven Ross' adaptation of 
Richard Wilbur's A Game of Catch succeeds. Like most stories that seem simple, it 
can evoke a number of quite different reactions. So far, it has been suggested that 
the story A Game of Catch is about the cruelty of children, a metaphor for World 
War II Europe, or according to me, a story about the impotence of childhood. 

Ross' selection of this particular story to film seems a good choice, for a 
number of reasons. First, it is about baseball, which is his particular passion. The 
text is shot with visual description and mercurial changes in tempo and feeling. It 
lends itself to film. Wilbur, known primarily as a World War II poet and for his 
translations of classic poetic works, acknowledges a feeling for the camera and 
editing that seems apparent in A Game of Catch, his only short story: 

It is hard to say offhand how much one's art may have been tinctured by 
one's seeing of motion pictures, because watching film is (for me, for most) so 
much less judicial and analytic than other art experience . 

... Quite without knowing it one comes out of the theater brainwashed into 
scanning the world through the norms of the cameras. 

Wilbur goes on to say that a number of works, to him, read in the mind's eye as 
cinema. He admits that often his own works owe as much to the camera as to the 
sharp noticing of other poets: "a close and rapid scanning of details, an 
insubordination of authenticating particulars, abrupt shifting in lieu of the full
dress rhetorical transition." 

An additional piece of luck in selecting this work for him was that the short 
story has begun to turn up in middle-school literature anthologies. Generally, it has 
been difficult to find reading material for boys who, if they are readers at all, are 
apt to read only horror and science fiction. A Game of Catch fills the interest need, 
as well as the requirements of literature, for this age group. It has also been 
included in the Norton Anthology series, making it a staple of college literature 
classes as well. 



The protagonist, Scho (John McLean), is a dreamy boy 
enacting imaginary baseball plays while wandering down 
the street. As he announces the perfect plays 
simultaneously with his gestures, he enters the world of 
speed and grace. Invincible in the daydream, Scho fires one 
into the path of an oncoming car. The flow is broken by the 
squeal of a good pair of brakes and Scho turns back into the 
slight, awkward boy that he is. Discouraged, he shuffles 
along until he sees Monk (Johnathan Campbell) and 
Glennie (B.J. Otey) playing a balletic game of catch in the 
park. Like small gods, their game of catch is a wonder to 
Scho. Monk and Glennie are bigger, older and already more 
manly than Scho, who is pretty in that fragile way that 
small boys are before they become big boys. 

Glennie, who looks like Tom Cruise at 12, offers Scho 
his glove to spell him with Monk. This kid Monk has a 
character actor's face already--jug ears and a wide rubbery 
grin. Monk tolerates Scho's fumbling play only til Glennie 
comes back into the game and then, as a triangle, only for a 
short time. The boys are kind enough to make a gesture of 
welcome to the smaller boy, but not disciplined enough to 
endure the outcome of their kindness. Mter Scho misses 
one too many hard grounders, he is cut out of the game 
altogether. Monk promises that after five minutes he will 
give up his glove to Scho. Five minutes is a lifetime when 
you're out of the game. Scho, out of frustration, begins to 
call the plays. His running commentary soon turns into 
calling the shots as he taunts, "I meant for you to catch 
that one, " and "I wanted you to miss that one." Excited by 
his new-found power to annoy, he climbs a spreading tree 
and crawls out to a leafy perch. From his higher view, he 
continues to pester Monk and Glennie. Exasperated, they 
give up the game and come to sit under the tree. 
Everything they do, Scho claims as an act of his will: "I 
made you say that." 

Finally, Monk has enough and starts up the tree after 
the crowing little pest. "I want you to climb up the tree. I'm 
making you do it!" Monk, nearing him, puffs, "How would 
you like it if I made you fall?" Scho takes up the challenge 
and responds, ''You're doing just what I want you to." Monk 
moves closer and Scho drops like a stone. A dizzying view, 
a dull thud, and Scho lies still on the ground. 

Monk and Glennie plead with him to be okay, and he 
is. As soon as their fears are relieved, they find relief from 
their fear, pick up their bikes and peddle off. Scho, his wind 
returning, flings the final and ultimate curse to them, "You 
had to .. .I made you do it. I want you to do whatever you're 
going to do for the whole rest of your life." 

Steve Ross' adaptation is emotionally authentic and 
visually consistent with Richard Wilbur's short story. Ross 
adds only the introductory sequence in which we meet Scho 
as he dawdles along the street, setting up our protagonist 
as a sympathetic figure--sort of a keener version of Beaver 
Cleaver. As Scho sights Monk and Glennie, Wilbur's story 
begins with a description of the game as "a kind of slow, 
mannered, luxurious dance in the sun, their faces perfectly 

John Mclean as Scho in A Game of Catch. 

(Above) Actor Jon Campbell is flanked by 
crew members of A Game of Catch. 

_(Left)_ A production still from A Game of 
Catch. In foreground is Assistant Director 
David Applyby; with script is Director of 
Photography Rick Dupree; behind Dupree 
is sound team Brit and Ben Warner; and 
lower right is assistant cameraperson. 

blank and entranced." Ross visualizes this in a series of slow
motion shots, alternatively the lobs and spanking catches that set 
up a rhythmic flow broken by the appearance of Scho. "They threw 
lazily fast or lazily slow--high, low or wide--and always 
handsomely, their expressions serene, changeless and forgetful." 

The temporal feeling of the film is right. When Monk and 
Glennie sideline Scho for five minutes, the five minutes is a child's 
five minutes-an agony of waiting. The sound track is backed up 
with incessant bird twittering. When Monk goes up the tree after 
Scho, the action escalates and the fall happens in three quick shots 
consisting of perhaps as few as 20 frames. The bird twittering 
stops. The run time of the film, 15 minutes. approximates the time 
span of Wilbur's story, as well as its reading time, for it is a very 
short story (about 1800 words). The general flavor of the story, 
first published in the 1953 New Yorker, is retained in the film, 
without being dated. The timelessness of baseball and the boys is 
left undisturbed. The casting seems fit, and no feats of great acting 
are required, so McLean, Otey and Campbell are left to be what 
they seem to be--guys playing catch on a sunny day . 

•••••••••• 
Wilbur, Richard. "A Game of Catch, New Yorker, July 18, 1953, pp. 
74-76. 

Wilbur, Richard. "A Poet and the Movies," in W. R. Robinson,ed., 
Man and the Movies, Louisiana State University Press, 1967, pp. 
223-26. 

• ••••••••• 
For information contact Pyramid Film & Video, 2801 Colorado 
Avenue, Santa Monico, California, 1-800-421-2304. 

Gail Munde has a PhD. in library science and is a former media 
librarian and visiting lecturer at the University of South Carolina. 
She lives in Releigh, North Carolina. 



A still from George King's video Ten Thousand Points of Light. 

Ten Thousand Points of Light. George King. 
VHS. 1991. Color. 31.45 min. Linda Dubler 

George King's video Ten Thousand Points of Light is a wry, 
understated and terrifically funny look at the Townsends, a suburban Atlanta 
family who, every holiday season for eight years, transformed their Stone 
Mountain area brick ranch house into a meteoric blaze of Christmas lights. 
Known as both "the Christmas House" and "the Elvis House," the Townsend's 
home was visited yearly by vast numbers of people, many of whom viewed a trip 
to the land of a thousand tchotchkas as an annual pilgrimage. 

The tradition was begun by Granny Margaret Townsend, a bejewled 
matriarch with frosted green fingernails, a deadpan manner, a full-blown Elvis 
obsession and a talent for covering every available inch of wall, floor and counter 
space with shining, blinking, glittering, shimmering junk. Exterior decoration 
was carried out by her son, an affable, generous man who wore a gun beneath 
his nylon windbreaker, just in case visitors got seriously out of line. A 
granddaughter, whose hair color and marital status changes several times over 
the course of the video, took an active part in touring folks through, (apparently 
to keep her flirting skills in shape), as did an assortment of aunts, nieces, and 
other family members. 

King, who sees the Townsends as TV-addled, mainstream eccentrics who are 
possessed of extraordinary community spirit, captures some priceless moments, 
beginning with an earl'Y interview in which Margaret Townsend opines: 
"Christmas and Elvis go together. Nothing will take the place of Christ. But 
Elvis was a good man; he was good to everybody." Graceland has clearly had an 
impact of the Townsend's aesthetic, as has the Cable Shopping Network and 
Family Circle-style craft projects (my favorite's the nativity scene made of white 
chocolate, brown chocolate and graham crackers, with the baby Jesus modeled 
out of marshmallows .) Tasteful and devout alike have long decried the 
commercialization of Christmas, but in their wildest dreams they could never 

have envisioned the "Fantasy Room," in which tinsel and blinking lights 
complement countless icons of,the earthly King. On the soundtrack, strains of 
Tennessee Ernie Ford crooning "How Great Thou Art" completes the equation 
between the Savior and the Pelvis. 

What did the Christmas/Elvis House mean to visitors, and why did they 
mourn its final season last year? King elicits some revealing comments from the 
patient folks who lined up until 10 p.m. on weeknights, weekends till midnight. 
One Atlanta artist compares the place's sensory overload to the Sienna 
Cathedral, claiming that her contact lenses clouded over when she first walked 
through the door. Other spectators praise the unity of the Townsend family and 
their extraordinary generosity (admission was never charged). "Southern 
hospitality has really gone the limit here!" is how one lady puts it. And of course 
there are those who revel in things like the Santa toilet cover and the Elvis hand 
towels. If I didn't know King better, I'd swear that he planted the Elvis button
wearing nun who, informed that the Townsends have decided to end their 
decorating frenzy as of 1990, exclaims, "Thank God I had a chance to see it!" 

Ten Thousand Points of Light could have come across as a bad-tempered, 
Letterman-style trashing of working-class values and rituals. Instead, it's a sly 
portrait, shadowed with hints of the surreal, that strikes a perfect balance 
between affection and awe-struck disbelief. 

For information contact George King and Associates, 372 Glenwood Avenue, 
S.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30312. 

Reprinted with permission from Creative Loafing July 27, 1991. 

Linda Dubler is a film critic living in Atlanta, Georgia. 



A still from Carol Ward's video In the Eye of the Hurricane: Women's Stories of Reconstruction. 

Gail Matthews-DeNatale 
In the Eye of the Hurricane. Carol Ward. 1992. Video. Color. 47 min. 

After the devastation of Hurricane Hugo in September 1989 many South 
Carolina artists and culture workers were impressed by the important role that day
to-day storytelling played in the personal healing process of many storm victims. A 
variety of spinoff arts and humanities projects addressed this narrative response to 
crisis--including the "Our Stories of the Storm" video/folklore project (see Independent 
Spirit, XII, 2), several museum exhibitions, a statewide school collection project, and 
numerous photo essay booklets. A recent important contribution to our 
understanding of the storytelling response to crisis is In the Eye of the Hurricane, 
Carol Ward's sensitive video documentary that interweaves the personal hurricane 
stories of eight women from McClellanville, South Carolina. 

McClellanville is a small coastal fishing village about thirty miles north of 
Charleston that suffered some of the worst storm damage in the state. Ward's 
interest in these women's hurricane stories began the first Christmas after the storm 
when she traveled from her home in Clemson, South Carolina to McClellanville to 
help with the relief effort. Ward was struck by the contrast between the negative 
images of storm victims that she had seen on the evening news and the strength of 
McClellanville residents as they struggled through their process of recovery. Says 
Ward, "I had followed a lot of the news coverage, as everybody did after the storm. It 
was quite a different effect to go down there--to be in the houses--to look at their 
photographs--to hear them tell their stories--to see the kinds of things they were 
dealing with everyday. And it hit me: I felt like nobody had told these stories; that 
these were very engaging and articulate women. They had a wealth of information to 
share--not just about what happened to them during the storm, that kind of 
sensational aspect that a lot of news coverage does, but just how do you deal with the 
day-to-day routine offacing something so horrific." 



Ward developed a project funded by the South Carolina Humanities Council 
to make a documentary about McClellanville women and their stories. The 
resulting video is subtitled Women's Stories of Reconstruction because Ward 
wanted to "emphasize the southern aspect of the stories and this idea of total 
devastation of a society, the rebuilding from scratch of lives and community, 
families and communities ... and also that reconstruction is a positive thing. 
Rebuilding can be a positive thing." 

Ward had a clear vision of the ways in which her video would differ from 
many other southern video documentaries. Disturbed by pieces that make fun of 
southern rural cultures or characterize local people as eccentric (a video style 
she describes as "Southern Gothic Grotesque"), Ward wanted the women to have 
a say in how their lives would be represented. "We wanted them to be involved, 
and to feel like they had an investment in it, that we weren't just taking their 
stories and disappearing as a lot of news people did. I was very offended by some 
of the things that people told us--that news crews came down and just shot them 
in their grief and misery and took pictures of their garbage. That didn't really 
deal with what they were feeling." As Ward's video project developed, she 
entered into an ongoing dialogue with the documentary subjects, who regularly 

A still from Carol Ward's video In the Eye of the Hurricane: Women's Stories of 
Reconstruction. 

were shown rough cuts and asked for feedback. As a result of this continuing 
conversation between videographer and community, several changes were made 
in the video. Ward wanted the video to begin after the storm and concentrate 
exclusively on the women's stories. But her interviewees disagreed, "The women 
convinced me that we needed to include some of what happened during the 
storm, the pictures of devastation ... that it was important that people know the 
severity of (the storm) so it would give a context for the reconstruction process 
and the emotional aspects." 

As an outsider to the community who had not experienced the storm, Ward 
felt it would be presumptuous of her to impose a voice-over narration that would 
"make some pronouncement about what these women went through." For this 
reason, the overall community story is told entirely through clips of individual 
women telling their personal stories. This editing process was not easy. Says 
Ward, "There was a point ... where suddenly it dawned on me what an awesome 
responsibility I had to these women, knowing then personally, and the sense of 
responsibility for telling the stories in the best way possible to convey the truth 
and enormity and the immensity of it." 

In this editing process, Ward made some interesting discoveries about the 
similarities and differences among these women's storm narratives. The initial 
impact of the storm was so pervasive that each woman began her story in much 
the same way; describing a prior underestimation of the storm, a growing 
awareness that their homes and families were in danger, and chaotic attempts 
to survive the fourteen foot storm surge of sea water that covered the village. 
But as the women began to put their lives and homes back together, their 
emotional responses differed--some talked about how often they cried over their 
losses, others emphasized how lucky they felt to emerge unscathed, some 
claimed that talking about the experience was a daily necessity, others felt that 
it was important to move on and not dwell on the disaster. Says Ward, "It was 
interesting trying to interweave the stories ... the movie flows up to a certain 
point because there is commonality of experience and I think it works very well 
intercutting between their storm stories. As the film progresses it gets more and 
more divergent and harder for me as an editor to try to put it together and to tell 

a story because it then becomes fragments and by the end the survivals, the 
shards, the memories, the losses--it gets very diffuse." In this respect Ward's 
video retains a multiple sense of reality that is often lost in historical 
documentaries, acknowledging the divergent processes by which individuals 
interpret the past according to their own cultural perspectives. 

In the days following Hurricane Hugo, some community members continued 
to feel that they were working well together, while others felt that pre-existing 
social and racial problems resulted in inequitable relief distribution. Ward was 
faced with the difficulty of producing a video that honored both perspectives. 
"There was some concern by one or two women that we not portray too much of 
the negative side .. .It was hard to avoid that and still be fair to other people's 
stories." Ward's genuine interest in each of her subjects helped her make the 
tough editing decisions. 

In working through these production challenges, Ward found this video--her 
first--to be extremely rewarding. "I think that real people's stories are so 
important. Hearing those authentic voices ... at times in the video I probably let 
people talk on more than they would in a conventional news story--with all the 
pauses, all the 'and then's ,' to get a sense that this is the way people really talk. 

A still from Carol Ward's video In the Eye of the Hurricane: Women's Stories of 
Reconstruction. 

I found out how much I like that--just the phrasings that people used and the 
expressions that they used and their accents, their very different voices I 
thought were compelling." 

In the Eye of the Hurricane: Women's Stories of Reconstruction emerges as a 
multivocal glimpse of a community in recovery, a thought piece about crisis, 
narrative, and change. The stories are offered to the viewer in hope that these 
personal narratives will illuminate truths about how individuals can grow 
through crisis, finding new wisdom in their survival. Says Ward, "For that 
moment of Hurricane Hugo they were all equal--the races got together--there 
was some very real problem that everybody shared, that everybody had to deal 
with. But then after that initial thing they started the separation again. So 
that's a very powerful moment, but it applies not just to the racial situation, but 
I think [also] to the individual circumstances--because we are made up of all 
these cultural, social, racial, sex differences. All of that gets reimposed, but 
maybe, hopefully, there's a fissure or crack where change can happen and new 
creatures can emerge." 

For information contact Carol Ward, English Department, Strode Tower, 
Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631. 

Gail Matthews-DeNatale has a PhD. in Folklore from Indiana University and 
holds an adjunct position at the University of South Carolina and is currently 
working as a freelance folklorist, based in Columbia, South Carolina. 



Mark--Charney 

Deadl1eads. Brian O'Donnell. 1991. 
Supei .VtiS. Cglpr. 64 min_. " 



A still from Brian O'Donnell's video Deadheads. 

Midway through the documentary video Deadheads by Brian 
O'Donnell, the unseen interviewer stops a suited gentleman, probably in 
his early sixties, and a woman who appears to be his wife, a kind, gray
haired lady sporting a large headband and an attractive smile. Not 
stereotypical fans. of rock group the Grateful Dead by any measure, this 
couple claims to enjoy the atmosphere because "these types of things 
happen many times in Europe," especially France, where they are from. 
This short scene represents what is both compelling and disturbing about 
O'Donnell's well-researched documentary about fans who worship the 
Grateful Dead. Director O'Donnell effectively captures on screen the 
atmosphere surrounding the Grateful Dead extravaganzas, but he 
ultimately lacks enough faith in his subjects to explain in any depth the 
enigmas of the Dead's dedicated and obsessive following. 

The continuing popularity of the Grateful Dead has always been a 
mystery to me, not because I dislike their music--1 don't-but because my 
friends report that the music is one of the least important aspects of the 
show. "It's the atmosphere," they claim, "that drives those people 
together who attend the show--not the drugs, not the partying, not even 
the music, but the elusive feeling that everyone belongs, everyone shares, 
everyone is part of something special." I approached Deadheads,! must 
admit, looking for a definition of this "something special," a visual 
explanation of the band's uncanny ability to unify even my most 
disparate friends. This expectation is reinforced not only by the movie's 
title but also by its opening, the shot of a Dead fan who enticingly claims, 
"Strangers become friends, friends become family, and family on the 
move becomes a community." With references to Love, Healing, 
Completeness, Yin/Yang, Left/Right, and even Men/Women, the first fan 
interviewed in the movie promises to explain what makes the Dead a 
band that encourages wholeness, a band that transforms the opposing 
into the complementary. 

What O'Donnell gives audiences instead is a visual record of 
activities. that surround the Dead shows, especially before the concert 
begins. The research obviously put into the video is impressive. 
O'Donnell treats audiences to an hour of juggling, bike riding, bong 
smoking, hackeysacking, dancing, selling, and amateur guitar playing. 
We see .concert goers mugging at·the camera, playing air guitar, and 
generally cutting up. We hear fans who call each other Grapefruit Heads 
explaining that although they always end up at these concerts, they are 
not sure why. We even meet bikers who ask the cameraman for a 
cigarette. From fans who suck the helium from balloon and speak in a 
squeaky voice to groups who have to beg for money to free their friends 

,,. from jail, O'Donnell presents a cross-section of Deadheads from around 
· the country at any number of concerts. These panoramic montage 

sequences capture more than the popularity of the Grateful Dead--they 
also specifically depict the extent of the mania surrounding each concert 
event. "Deadheads" especially who watch the video will appreciate the 
work that O'Donnell obviously put into recording such events. Not only 
will they enjoy reliving much of the "family" atmosphere that O'Donnell 
depicts, but they will most certainly recognize that none of the sequences 
is staged or false. 

During several of these sequences, however, because the video's 
subjects seem so conscious of the camera, audiences who are not 
"insiders" may feel that the activities performed by the subjects are 
dishonest--more staged for the camera that natural. Ironically, the 
flashes of crowd shots, some of the less interesting moments of the film, 
are the only sections of the video in which the subjects seem oblivious to 
the camera. But these crowd shots could be from any number of concerts 
or MTV festivals. O'Donnell rarely explores or explains the mixture of 
people who attend Dead shows, nor does he seem to catch his subjects 
unaware. The atmosphere of much of the video, then, resembles, home 
films where the family members cut up to amuse themselves and each 
other--it is fun and lively,. but ultimately less revealing and interesting 
that a more honest depiction of the proceedings would be. This tends to 
alienate those viewers who are fascinated by Deadheads but have never 
attended a Grateful Dead concert themselves. It is almost as if O'Donnell 
intends the video primarily for an audience already accustomed to the 
concerts and the mania, an audience who will recognize themselves and 
their behavior--not an audience uninitiated in the customa and rituals of 
the concert scene. 

If O'Donnell were to actually create an occasional dialogue between 
himself and his subjects, or if he were to just let them express their views 
in detail to the camera, he could have alleviated some of this .. problem. In 
documentaries where the' subjects.are comfortable with the camera, they 



A still from Brian O'Donnell's video Deadheads. 

begin to reveal truths to the viewing audience. 
The brief monologue that opens Deadheads, 
however, is unfortunately one of the longest 
conversations during the hour-long video; after 
a while audiences long for O'Donnell to trust his 
subjects enough to allow them to speak more 
than just a few sentences, sentences that hint at 
the secret everyone attending the concert shares 
without delving into reasons or even theories 
that explain it. This hesitation on the part of 
the film's subjects seems attributable more to 
O'Donnell's choice of directing techniques than 
to his subjects' unwillingness to share ideas. 
O'Donnell interestingly chooses to use as 
transitions musical numbers performed by 
concert goers, so audiences are treated to Dead 
numbers and other favorites as played by a 
variety of the people who attend the concert. 
This emphasis on music, which in theory fits the 
subject of the film, is ultimately not expressive 
enough to explain what makes a Deadhead a 
Deadhead. While the music may visually 
express the adoration of the fans and represent 
a bond that ties specific groups in the film 
together, what we really want to have 
answered, among other questions, is why they 
are there, how long they have waited, and how 
often they have repeated this same ritual. In 
fact, I would love to understand the origin of 
these rituals and how they became specifically 
tied to this particular band--is it the music? the 
drugs? the show? the mystique? the 
merchandising? We never know. 

Since O'Donnell makes no effort to disguise 
his role in the film as cameraman, and since we 
occasionally hear him ask a question or respond 
to a query, I also found myself wanting him to 
define his role in the film--does O'Donnell 
approach these concerts with any sense of irony 
or is he himself a fan? Deadheads is directed as 
objectively as possible, and this choice is not 
necessarily the strongest for the subject. At 
times, especially since we do not feel close to the 
subjects of the video, Deadheads calls out for 
some indication of a position. For example, 
O'Donnell shoots a good deal of footage that 
reflects the heavy marketing and 
merchandising at these concerts--we see the 
dancing bears and elaborate skulls on 
everything from T-shirts to vans to bumper 
stickers--but we remain unclear about whether 
these objects reflect the "fadishness" of the 
concert or the admirable dedication of the fans. 
We hear him ask a Channel 6 cameraman what 
he thinks of all of this, and we hear O'Donnell 
explain that he has himself followed the Dead 
for over a year, but we never discover if he is at 
the concerts because he sees a potentially 
exciting video subject or if he actually enjoys the 
people and the atmosphere. 

This problem with perspective leads to a 
larger and more disturbing question in 
Deadheads--that of organization. If we are not 
able to listen in length to those who attend the 
concerts, and if we have little idea of directorial 
opinion, what methods does O'Donnell use to 
advance the video? While documentaries 
obviously do not require the same narrative 
sense as a work of fiction, O'Donnell still needs 
to offer a reason to shift the viewer from scene 
to scene, whether it simply imitates the 
movement from outside the concert to inside, or 
traces the progression of a fan following a 
specific concert tour. O'Donnell makes little 
effort to define an organizing principle within 
the video. 

Deadheads seems at first to be building 
towards an entrance into a Dead concert itself, 
but when O'Donnell moves in and out of the 
concert footage seemingly at random, we 
wonder where the video is going and how it will 
end. O'Donnell does offer some visual variety 
within the concert halls. He replaces his quick 
and consistent cuts of fans and outdoor 
activities with exhilarating images--blue filtered 
shots of the band playing, usually from afar; 
flashes of guitarists and audience response; 
dancers and crowds filmed using negative 
footage-and he uses quick zooms in and out of 
the crowd and raucous oblique angles to capture 
and imitate crowd response. But these short 
sections of the video, unlike those that film 
crowds gathering outside of the concert 
stadiums, are either too brief or too general. 
Ironically, the sound quality is much less 
effective when O'Donnell shoots inside the 

A still from Brian O'Donnell's video Deadheads. 

actual Dead concert than outside when he 
records the amateurs at play. Possibly a 
movement towards the actual concert itself, or 
more music by the Grateful Dead, is what 
Deadheads needs as a climax or at least an 
organizing principle. 

Ultimately, the problems I have with 
Deadheads can be summarized by looking a 
little closer at the first example referred to in 
this review--that of the European couple. Here 
in the video are the first two characters who do 
not look like everyone else--the first concert
goers who are not singing, hackeysacking, 
getting high, tie dying, or dancing like the 
Deadheads who surround them. When 
O'Donnell asks them why they have come, they 
begin to reply: "It's not the people but the 
selling and the ... "Unfortunately, we are never 
allowed to hear the rest of their answer because 
O'Donnell finishes the sentence for them--" ... 
the carnival-like atmosphere?'--to which they 
nod yea and move on. 

O'Donnell has a fascinating subject and a 
knack for capturing images on the screen. He 
should be commended for the extensive research 
that obviously went into the project and the fact 
that he worked by himself for several years to 
reproduce the family atmosphere experienced 
by Deadheads at these concerts. He simply 
needs to trust subjects such as these enough to 
allow them the time to share their ideas and 
opinions. At the end of the film, when a 
Deadhead is asked if he believes this adoration 
of the Dead will continue, he replies, "I don't see 
how it can't." I couldn't help but want O'Donnell 
to ask why. Why will it continue? Why are the 
fans so driven? Why is the band still together? 
And above all, why does this band have a show 
that is seemingly timeless and immortal? 
Although O'Donnell and many of his subjects 
seem to know the answers to some or all of 
these questions, viewers of Deadheads who have 
never attended a Grateful Dead concert are 
never quite certain. 

For further information contact Flyin' Eye 
Productions, Brian O'Donnell, P.O. Box 243, 
Sullivans Island, SC 29482. 

Mark J. Charney is Associate Professor of Film 
and Literature at Clemson University in 
Clemson, South Carolina. 



WORKS IN PROGRESS 
George Georgas 

JEFF WALKER AND JANET WONDRA 
' Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

The writers/producers of Uncool Orbit 
are essentially two Louisianians telling a 
tall tale about other Louisianans. Jeff 
Walker and Janet Wondra wrote the script 
for what will be a science fiction narrative 
with a political and comedic edge. Jeff and 
Janet will also direct, shoot and edit the 45-
minute video. The story is set in October 
1991, just after the gubernatorial primary 
and before the runoff election between 
former Klansman David Duke and 
perennial playboy/gambler Edwin Edwards. 

Uncool Orbit, which will be shot and 
edited in S-VHS, is partially funded by New 
Orleans Video Access Center. 

The film introduces the audience to 
Josh, an amateur photographer and 
telephone salesman who becomes "mentally" 
assaulted by extraterrestrials, according to 
Walker. Under siege by the aliens, Josh 
finds that persisting social problems become 
supplemented in his perception by 
unrealistically bland and innocuous visions. 
He is eventually contacted by the 
benevolent Myra, who finds victims who are 
afflicted like Josh by placing flyers on 
windshields that ask "See things strange?" 
Myra does her best to shield her new 
crusading companion from the 
extraterrestrials, but they are ultimately 
overcome and become possessed. In a crucial 
late scene, Josh meets Huey Long while in 
a self-induced trance, and the notorious ex
Kingfish tells the protagonist about the plot 
between the aliens and the legislatures. 

The storyline can be compared to John 
Carpenter's They Live, which was a hokey 
but searing dramatization of alien invasion 
and seduction, but Uncool Orbit fastens 
itself to more poignantly political and social 
issues. Wondra said, "We create a 
sympathetic yet critical portrait of 
Louisiana. Visual evidence of an ailing 
economy coupled with the theme of alien 
invasion provide insight into tendencies of 
Louisiana's dominant culture: distrust of 
outsiders and people of color, the use of 
fundamentalist Christianity as a shield 
against change, and despair at the flight of 
out best people to other states." 

"The question we ask is this: who sees 
things strange-those who challenge an 
existing system of power or those who close 
their eyes?" 

For more information, contact Jeff 
Walker and Janet Wondra at 668 North 
Sixth Street, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802. 

JOSEPH GRAY 
Somerset , Kentucky 

Filmmaker Joe Gray's Ambush might be characterized 
as just another movie about Vietnam veterans were it not 
for his specifically southern approach. He provides a freshly 
different psychosocial underpinning to the typical problem 
facing vets. 

Ambush, Gray's first independent narrative, is about 
the impact of post traumatic shock among Vietnam 
veterans. The screenplay was inspired by an actual suicide
-one of the thousands exacted by returning soldiers in the 
past two decades. Gray can easily justify his seemingly 
grim subject matter by pointing out that vets have a 65 
percent higher rate of suicide than those of their same age 
group who managed to avoid conflict. 

Gray, himself a Southerner and Vietnam veteran, 
suggests parallels exists between his contemporaries and 
their Southern counterparts from the Civil War. "The 
resemblance between the Vietnam and the Confederate 
veteran, both as individuals and as tools of the society into 
which they were discharged is striking," Gray said. "What 
is significant is that the experience of war, close combat, 
and defeat produced the same reactions in generations a 
century apart." 

Gray draws from W.J. Cash's celebrated book Mind of 
the South as a frame for many updated psychosocial 
perceptions: "The 'social schizophrenia' that Cash saw in 
the Southern psyche is very much a part of the identity of 
most Vietnam veterans." 

The "unconscious guilt" suffered by the men of 
Vietnam--as well as countless disinterested Americans-
"explodes" in the movie, according to the writer/director. 
The film opens with three men climbing a hillside to dig a 
grave in "the rural ritual of friendship" for a fallen friend 
who, like the three, served in Vietnam. As each man recalls 
his relationship with the deceased, "guilt and anger boil up 
as each tries to escape complicity in their conrade's fate," 
Gray said. "Each shovelful of earth turns up more refuse 
from their psyches." 

The director said that flashback scenes of each 
soldier's association with the dead man provide the viewer 
another level of insight into what the true relationship with 
the departed had been. The survivors are distinct 
metaphors for the mindsets that emerged from the war, 
Gray said: "Those who have put aside all questions of right 
and see only the military means, or its curtailment, as the 
origin for our national grief; and a second group whose 
experiences of overwhelming terror have resulted in 
continuing, individual, isolated attempts to relieve their 
trauma in an effort to triumph over their memories." 

Gray points out that he is at that stage in filmmaking 
where production has been completed with support from 
The Kentucky Humanities Council, but post-production 
must be financed. Gray said he is confident that the movie, 
shot in 16mm and transferred to Beta SP videotaped for 
editing will be completed in 1992. ''We are trying to be as 
efficient as possible; while I'm out raising funds, my wife, 
Gabrielle, is composing the music score." 

For more information, contact Joe Gray at 314 
Clements Avenue, Somerset, Kentucky 42501. 

DOUGLAS ROSENBERG 
Roanoke, Virgima 

Douglas Rosenberg, whose principal aim 
is to connect on film with the great dance 
choreographers, is doing a bit of 
orchestrating of his own with his ambitious 
project. The series, "Speaking of Dance, 
Conversations with Contemporary Masters 
of American Dance," consists of films 
devoted specifically to individual "modern 
dance pioneers." Rosenberg, who himself 
studied dance, said each piece in his ongo{ng 
film series contains interviews, performance 
footage and personal interviews. 

The pieces will be available to colleges 
and universities throughout the country, 
and the director believes they will be a boon 
to both the historian and the student. 

Rosenberg regards Speaking of Dance as 
crucial to increasing public awareness about 
the artform of dance. "Image being a 
student in Iowa and you've heard about 
artists and various companies, but there's 
no chance of them coming to your town," he 
said. "(The film) is about bringing the 
artists to the students, making dance 
accessible to everyone, not just to people in 
New York." 

The American Dance Festival serves as 
a producer and inspiration for his work, 
with funding provided by the National 
Endowment for the Arts. The ADF, which 
for six summer weeks, turns Durham, North 
Carolina into a Global Village of Dance has 
employed Rosenberg for six years. He has 
been responsible for video documentation 
and archiving all performances, workshops 
and related events. The festival has brought 
in many notable dance masters, providing 
Rosenberg with a ready pool from which to 
draw well-known and respected artists. 

Rosenberg, who received an MFA from 
the San Francisco Art Institute, plans to 
continue this project for some time. He 
describes himself as "video artist who 
appreciates dance," and he got his start 
after collaborating with dance companies to 
create visual designs. 

For more information, contact Douglas 
Rosenberg at Box 9591, Roanoke, Va. 24020. 

(Left) Writer/producer/director Joseph Gray lines up a 
camera angle during the production of Ambush. 



WORKS IN PROGRESS 
GEORGE KING 

Atlanta, Georgia 

George King is in the process of chronicling African
American migration from the rural South to the Northern 
cities. He has worked on his film, Goin' to Chicago, for four 
years, and he has received assistance from the Southern 
Regional Council in Atlanta. The documentary is scheduled for 
editing this summer. 

King prefaces the discussion of his work by pointing to 
the many, already well-documented urban ills. These 
problems can be traced back to another time and a distinctly 
different place. "Images of violence, drug abuse, crime, 
unemployment and abandonment of the most disadvantaged 
members of this society have become tragically familiar," King 
said. "The problems are apparent--the factors that created 
these conditions are not. How and when did the ghettos form? 
What are the historical antecedents that gave rise to arguably 
our gravest social problem?" 

King believes his 60-minute television documentary will 
confront many of these issues. Goin' to Chicago examines the 
"Great Migrations" that transported blacks from the rural 
South to the urban North in terms of "personal stories." The 
stories are authored by the sharecroppers and small farmers 
who fled Jim Crow and the collapsing plantation economy for 
new lives in the North. 

"Focusing on the Mississippi Delta to Chicago migration 
stream, the film traces the migrants' journey north on the 
Illinois Central Railroad and Highway 61 and documents their 
experiences in The Promise Land," according to King. The film 
serves to contrast the blacks who found wealth and stability in 
the northern suberbs from those who remained in the inner 
city ghettos. 

Goin' to Chicago, will employ a combination of oral 
history narrative gathered from migrants, as well as music 
and voice-over narration to capture the intent and 
implications of this widespread migration (in the last 50 years 
an estimated one million black Mississippians moved to 
Chicago's south and west sides). The writer/director provides 
the film balance in two key ways: using "comparative" 
interviews with family members who chose to remain in the 
South, and by examining the more recent development of 

black reverse-migration. The documentation is given 
additional vitality through interviews conducted with 
estimable migrants: journalist Vernon Jarrett, teacher Timuel 
Black and community organizer Nancy Jefferson. "(They) 
provide analyses of the economic, political and cultural impact 
of the migrations," King added. 

He said the film will be punctuated by original music 
from the Mississippi Delta tradition and the urban Chicago 
blues scenes, recorded especially for the film. Musicians 
appearing in Goin' to Chicago include Bubba Barnes and the 
Playboys; Son Thomas; Billy and the Sons of the Blues; and 
Koko Taylor. 

Goin' to Chicago, which will be completed this summer, is 
being sponsored by the Afro-American Studies Program at the 
University of Mississippi and the Center for the Study of 
Southern Culture, as well as the SRC. King used (many 
African-American scholars), as consultants for the film 
including a sociologist, a folklorist and many musical advisors. 

For more information, contact George King, c/o The 
Southern Regional Council, 134 Peachtree Street, NW, Suite 
1900, Atlanta, Georgia 30303-1864. 

DEBRA J. ROBINSON 
Stone Mountain , Georg1a 

Debra Robinson also sets her cinematic sights on the 
black dichotomy of North and South. She deals with African
Americans at the crossroads in Milwaukee, a narrative 
considering the differences between a New South woman and 
her Old North father. The Georgian filmmaker, who is 
working on several other projects along with Milwaukee, has 
earmarked the latter for release someting this year. 

Robinson's film is a forum for some decisive social 
commentary, with the polarized regions symbolizing essential 
differences in the black psyche. Robinson said the narrative is 
largely autobiographical, as it follows a girl who encounters 
two starkly different regions/ways of living,. 

The story opens with Dina, a young independent product 
of the New South, visiting her estranged father Hux in 
Milwaukee to take care of an insurance matter. Dina's mother 
Dorothy and Hux started their married life in Milwaukee, but 

An archival still from Steven J. Ross' work in progress, The 1968 Memphis Sanitation Strike. 

the former left her husband for Tennessee, and for the 
prospect of a better life for newly born Dina. The Milwaukee 
Dina discovers is far different from the middle-class life she 
enjoys in Tennessee, and she is confronted by an altogether 
type of black person. 

When Hux is reunited with the daughter he's basically 
never known, his past and present crash. He is inextricably 
bound to his squalid life-style: he sells junk on a vacant lot, 
gets blissed at a favorite corner bar and "finds solace in the 
ethnic and racial boundaries in the city," according to 
Robinson. 

Dina is independent and vital, a logical offshoot of a 
mother who claimed her own independence from a husband 
during a time when it wasn't popular for women to do so. Dina 
also enjoyed a middle-class upbringing, thanks to her well 
positioned stepfather. Given this history, her introduction into 
her father's marginalized world proves eye-opening. Hux takes 
Dina on a tour of "black Milwaukee," providing her a stark 
glimpse into the same dilapidated surroundings that 
prompted her mother's departure years before. While this tour 
allows the old man to relive his life with Dorothy, Dina must 
leave him with only morose memories. 

Robinson said the film is tailored to highlight the varying 
levels of class and race. When in the middle-class ethos of the 
New South, Robinson makes the experience seem like "gliding 
into a Museum of the Black Middle Class," with everything 
distinctively displayed. 

In Dina's world, "each scene will be slower and controlled 
so as to make a still life painting take motion," the filmmaker 
said. This is in contrast to the imagery of "rust belt" 
Milwaukee, where the film "takes on a grainier texture." 

"Race and the segregated boundaries are more evident in 
(Milwaukee) when Dina first arrives and gets a distant view of 
the wealthier, white east-side along the lake," Robinson 
added. "She is assaulted by extreme change when crossing the 
bridge to meet Hux. Everything becomes closer, the sounds of 
the inner city more condensed, layered and heightened." 

For more information, write to Robinson's Purple Flower 
Films, P.O. Box 182, Stone Mountain, Georgia 30085-0182. 

George Georgas is a master's student in English at the 
University of South Carolina in Columbia, South Carolina. 

T he rising expenses of film, video and radio 
production and the desire to contribute substantially to 
media productions focused on the humanities in the South 
led to the 1989 establishment of the Southern Humanitie~ 
Media Fund (SHMF). 

The South Carolina Humanities Council is a 
participant in the Fund, along with the Alabama 
Humanities Foundation, the Arkansas Humanities Council 
the D.C. Community Humanities Council, the Georgi~ 
Humanities Council, the Kentucky Humanities Council, the 
Mississippi Humanities Council, the Missouri Humanities 
Council, the North Carolina Humanities Council, the 
Tennessee Humanities Council, the Virginia Foundation for 
the Humanities, and the Humanities Foundation of West 
Virginia. Eligible applicants for SHMF grants are non
profit organizations chartered in, or government agencies of 
the participating states. 

The Southern Humanities Media Fund supports film, 
video and radio productions of high quality focused on the 
history and culture of the American South. SHMF seeks to 
develop a southern community of media producers to assist 
the participating southern state humanities councils in 
their mission of public education in the humanities. The 
SHMF has awarded the following: "The Uprising of 1934," 
"The Jenkins Orphanage Band," "The 1968 Memphis 
Sanitation Strike Film Project," "A Visual Life: Dorothy 
Lange," "Gandy Dancers: The Last of the Southern Black 
Railroad Crews," and "Saturday Night, Sunday Morning: 
The Travels of Gatemouth Moore." 

During the fourth year of operation, SCHC will serve as 
the fund administrator (1992-93). Preliminary applications 
are due October 1, 1992. Application material is available 
from the SCHC office. 

For information contact South Carolina Humanities 
Council, 1610 Oak Street, Columbia, South Carolina 29204, 
803/771-8864. 



The South Carolina Arts Commission's Media Arts Center is 
seeking a Director. The Director will serve as the Center's fundraising 
and development officer; prepare grant applications and final reports; 
administer the Center's budget; supervise staff and develop computer 
systems and applications for the Center's Programs. In addition, the 
Director will administer the Southeastern Media Institute, 
teleconferences and special projects. Applicants must have a degree in 
Media Arts in film or video and four years experience in Administration 
in the Media Arts field. (Alternate degree qualifications may be 
considered). Applicants must be involved with the national independent 
media and have a working relationship with national funding sources. 
Base salary: $28,000. (Some negotiation possible based on experience). To 

receive a position announcement which details qualifications and duties 
write: 

Media Center Position 
HRM Director 
SC Arts Commission 
1800 Gervais Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 

Interested applicants are urged to request information since position is 
open until a suitable candidate is hired. 

THE SOUTH CAROLINA ARTS COMMISSION IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
EMPLOYER. 

SOUTHEASTERN MEDIA INSTITUTE 
July 25- August 7, 1992 

• Intensive week-long professional media 
workshops in Columbia, SC in cinematogra
phy, video production, video editing, radio 
production, directing and producing, video 
in the classroom and video production by 
students. • Weekend seminars with 
leading industry artists in scriptwriting, film 
criticism, music composition for film/video, 
low budget narratives, grants for film/video 
and the personal documentary. • 
Screenings, receptions and premieres. 
Reduced rate for registration by July 3. 
COMPLETE BROCHURE AVAILABLE. 

Southeastern Media Institute 
S. C. Arts Commission Media Arts Center 
1800 Gervais Street 
Columbia, SC 29201 
(803) 734-8696 Fax 734-8526 

ONTHECOVER 

John McLean as Scho in Steven J. Ross' A Game of Catch 

INDEPENDENT SPIRIT is published by the south carolina Arts commission Media Arts center with support 
from the National Endowment for the Arts and is distributed free of charge to media producers and con
sumers and other interested individuals and organizations, most of whom are located in the Southeast. 
contributions pertaining to the INDEPENDENT SPIRIT or to the independent media community are welcome. 
All correspondence should be addressed to INDEPENDENT SPIRIT, south carolina Arts commission, 1800 Ger
vais street, Columbia, sc 29201. The viewpoints expressed in this issue do not necessarily reflect the opin
ions of the south Carolina Arts Commission. 

The south carolina Arts commission is a state agency which promotes the visual, literary, performing and 
media arts in south carolina. The SCAC Media Arts Center supports media artists and media arts in a ten 
state southeastern region, which includes Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North 
carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, as well as south carolina. Both SCAC and SCACMAC receive funds from the 
National Endowment for the Arts. 
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